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Dusanu 
Medium aberration, Chaotic evil  

Armor Class 16 (Natural Armor) 
Hit Points 75 (10d8+30) 
Speed 20 ft.  

  STR        DEX        CON         INT          WIS         CHA  
16 (+3)   16 (+3)    16 (+3)     10 (+0)     12 (+1)     14 (+2)  

Skills stealth +6, perception +4 

Damage Immunities bludgeoning, piercing, slashing 

damage from nonmagical weapons, bludgeoning from 
magical weapons, lightning 

Condition Immunities poisoned 
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive perception 14  
Languages none 

Challenge 6 (2300 XP)  

Dry Rot Spores. Mold spores fill a 5ft radius around the 

dusanu. Any creature that enters or starts their turn within 

5ft of the dusanu must succeed on a DC 15 constitution 

saving throw or become infected with dry rot. A creature 

that is infected with dry rot immediately loses 1d4 

constitution points and their associated hit points. Each 24 

hour period that elapses, the infected creature needs to 

succeed on DC 15 constitution saving throw or lose 1d4 

constitution points (and the hit points associated with them). 

If the creature drops to 0 constitution points, it dies and 

rises as a duansu 1d4 days later. Dry rot is a tricky disease 

but can be removed by greater restoration or equivalent. A 

character that succeeds on 2 constitution checks in a row 

fights off the disease. 

Actions  

Multiattack. The dusanu can make two claw attacks 

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) slashing damage plus 3 (1d6) 

necrotic damage  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Duansu Options 
 
Lesser Rot: 
The Dusanu's dry rot can be cured by a weaker spell, like 
lesser restoration or a paladin's lay on hands ability. The 
disease is also cured when a character succeeds on a 
single constitution saving throw. 
 
Incubating Rot: 
Except for a mild rash, anyone who failed a saving throw 
stuffers no ill effects until 1d4 days after infection where  
the full effects of the dry rot rear their ugly head. 
 
To keep the encounter interesting, increase the necrotic 
damage on the claw attacks to 9 (3d6) 

 

Dusanus are also known as rot fiends. They appear as a 

skeleton, but they are actually a sophisticated mold col-

ony. The “bones” of a dusanu are spongy, and are high-

ly resistant to damage. Bludgeoning weapons, whether 

magical or not, are useless. 

 

Dusanu are crafty creatures, and are aware of their slow 

speed. They often attempt to hide, ambush, and infect 

as many other creatures as possible.  

 


